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Chapeau:

● The world needs to unite, cooperate, and evolve towards a prosperous future. We truly believe that this

can be achieved even in the midst of the current global chaos. First of all we live in a trust crisis, and we

must create conditions so that trust replaces suspicion, and universal brotherhood prevails. Building trust

between people and nations is like weaving a strong fabric. We need to be genuine and tolerant, present

mutual understanding, keep promises, and listen actively. Share experiences and show empathy.

Consistency in the actions is the thread that binds trust. A shared sense of purpose contributes to building

trust between individuals. Friendship can enhance trust, but it's not the sole factor. Leadership with higher

values will increase trust and true leaders must strongly hold on to higher values in the midst of hard

chaos. Brotherhood constitutes a fact of relationship between every personality in universal existence. No

person can escape the benefits or the penalties that may come as a result of relationship to other persons.

The part profits or suffers in measure with the whole. The good effort of each human benefits all

humanity; the error or evil of each human augments the tribulation of all humanity. As moves the part, so

moves the whole. As the progress of the whole, so the progress of the part. The relative velocities of part

and whole determine whether the part is retarded by the inertia of the whole or is carried forward by the

momentum of universal brotherhood. We truly are faithful to a prosperous future of humanity, we all in

this world can make it happen.

Chapter I. Sustainable Development and Financing for Development:

● Domestic Resource Mobilisation:

○ To advance sustainable development, nations are urged to boost their tax systems, curb illicit

financial flows, and improve domestic resource mobilisation for funding development priorities.

● Official Development Assistance (ODA):

○ The idea of Global Public Investment is introduced as a concessional international public finance

aimed at supporting sustainable development.

○ Should an efficient global aid fund alter aid architecture?

○ Consideration is given to the potential impact of an effective global aid fund on changing the

overall aid architecture.

● Private Sector Engagement:

○ Mobilising private sector investments is essential. Public-private partnerships, responsible

business practices, and sustainable investment are highlighted to foster sustainable economic

growth.

● Debt Sustainability:

○ Effectively managing and reducing the debt burden on developing countries is crucial for ensuring

their long-term fiscal well-being.



Chapter II. International Peace and Security:

● Propose a New Agenda for Peace that reinvigorates our collective security framework.

● Help to enhance the worldwide sphere of fairness of the International criminal court with more countries

in the Rome statute and reinforced cooperation with the UN

● Make resource security a subject of the UN security council

● Remove veto and reform and modernise the UN security council adding also more members.

● Invest more in peacebuilding and regional conflict prevention.

● Establish new protocols to manage global shocks more effectively. Address strategic risks such as nuclear

weapons and cyberwarfare.

● Foster dialogue and renewed regulations in outer space to ensure peaceful and sustainable use.

Chapter III. Science, Technology, and Innovation, and Digital Cooperation:

● Create a compact that harnesses the benefits and manages the risks of digital technologies and artificial

intelligence.

● Develop a voluntary code of conduct for information integrity online.

● Transform education systems to prepare for the challenges of the future.

● Develop a “Science and business expansion for Economy and Environment” commission to analyse the

best research from the most credible institutions in the world, and provide the leverage to expand it

economically.

○ Example of a strategy with deep environmental and economical potential positive outcomes :

■ Higher to room temperature superconductivity would change the entire world, in all

industries. Why can't we leverage more investment in researching it?

■ NASA has discovered a way to do fusion energy in a small cube of metal deuteride, they

called it “lattice confinement fusion”, with much much less budget than the billions

spent in large inertial confinement fusion reactors.1 Why can't we leverage more

investment in researching it?

Chapter IV. Youth and Future Generations:

● Meaningfully include young people in global decision-making processes.

● Safeguard the future and uphold the rights of future generations.

● Empower youth to actively shape policies and solutions

● Youth now and the future tomorrow - they are the seeds of what we want to see in the future.

Chapter V. Transforming Global Governance:

● Align the G20 initiatives as a momentum for a possible UN modern adjustment. Example of the Parliament

20 ( P20) and all other G20 initiatives.

● For a UN 2.0, help to bring to the test, with the UN General Assembly, the P20 from G20 (for the countries)

and UNPA (Parliamentary assembly branch for the MPs and people) inspired operating models, respecting

civilization diversity and the right of every state for their own development model.

● If all countries see and agree first, to call for a possible preparation of the nations to activate article

109 for an adaptable and modern UN that meets the needs and fairness of a new prosperous age for

humanity.

1 Lattice Confinement Fusion | Glenn Research Center | NASA


